A constraint-based system, PLS, capable of deriving a technically acceptable three-dimensional layout for a chemical process plant of typical complexity is described. In the application of PLS to an exemplar plant, over five hundred instances of constraints were identified and manipulated.
Introduction
The design of a chemical plant proceeds through two phases. During the process design phase, the unit operations to perform each step of the process are selected, and the equipment types comprising these operations, and their connectivity, defined. The process conditions, such as temperature, pressure and flow rates, are enumerated. Data are calculated for each plant item specifying those characteristics which will allow them to achieve their function. This yields a logical model of the process, recorded on the Process Flow Diagram (PFD) and supporting data sheets. A PFD for a polymer plant of typical industrial complexity is shown in Figure 1 The logical model must then be converted into a phys-
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ical description, incorporating the sizes of the equipment items, their positions and the detailed design of the equipment, l)ipework, structures, etc. This is the plant design phase. Included within this phase is the development of the plant layout, that is, determining the plan and elevation positions of each item of equipment. A system has been constructed capable of automatically generating 3-D layouts from a representation of the PFD and the supporting data sheets. This system (Plant Layout System or PLS) produced the technically acceptable layout shown in Figure 2 when applied to the plant described by the PFD shown in Figure 1 .
In a layout, the position of an item is governed by constraints. The constraints may act to attract items together, such as that acting between two items connected together by a pipe fabricated from an expensive material. Alternatively, a pair of items may be be repelled, such as a furnace and a likely source of release of flammable vapour. The constraints may be qualitative, such as "close to", or quantitative, such as the elevation differential between a tank and a pump required to maintain a sufficient pressure head at the pump inlet. Many items are subject to contradictory constraints. Items may be simultaneously attracted to more than one point in the plant. Thus, a distillation unit incorporating a tall column may be attracted both to those items to which it is connected and to areas of good ground to minimise foundation costs. Conversely, an item may be simultaneously attracted and repelled to the same object (such as a furnace and a vessel containing a flammable liquid, connected by a pipe of high cost per unit length). In total, many thousands of instances of constraints may exist between the components of the plant.
The engineer, however, uses a highly "compiled" approach to both the identification of the constraints and the development of the layout. Indeed, in many cases, he may be "script" driven, recruiting familiar fragments of past layouts in his design. These fragments often represent the layout of single unit operations or groups of related unit operations, or common components of a layout (such as a compressor house). For example, columns arc often aligned along a piperack with their ancillary heat exchangers arranged in a second row between them and the piperack [1] . While this layout can be justified (and arrived at) by consideration of the fundamental constraints on the items, it is thought that the engineer selects it directly on the basis of the presence of columns in the plant, and the use of a piperack being appropriate. However, the detailed positioning of the items (such as the order of the columns in the line, in tile above example) necessitates explicit consideration of the constraints acting upon them.
The engineer informally decomposes the layout task into the sub-tasks of calculating the elevation of the items and the determination of their plan positions, although allowing significant interaction [2] . He may also break tile plant into blocks, each representing one process stage or a group of one type of equipment (such as heat exchangers-often concentrated to facilitate maintenance and reduce service pipework). Within PLS, a similar, but more rigorous task decomposition has been adopted as a powerful abstraction. The concept of blocks of equipment has also been expanded upon, with the system forming a rigid hierarchy of groups, firstly of equipment items, then of previously formed lower level groups, and so on. The tasks of group formation and the derivation of elevation and plan are all driven by the constraints on the items' positions which are explicitly derived as the first phase of the solution process. The architecture of PLS is shown in Figure 3 .
Four aspects of PLS need to be considered-the representation of the process and plant, the identification and representation of the constraints, the constraint manipulation processes that yield a solution, and the simple back-tracking mechanism which supports the limited non-monotonic reasoning within PLS.
The Representation Of The Process And Plant
The PFD is a node and arc diagram, in which the nodes represent the items of Equipment and the arcs represent the process streams flowing between them. Instances of either are characterised by having large numbers of attributes. Amongst many others, each plant item has attributes such as type, internal temperatures and pressures, material of construction, and in the layout domain, co-ordinates. Each stream has for example, a flowrate, temperature, pressure and composition. A structured object representation is clearly appropriate.
Items of equipment also have components, such as nozzles and agitators. These components also have many attributes-a nozzle has a bore, position on the item, and a cross-reference to the stream to which it is connected (whereby the topology of the PFD is represented). The representation of such components is also best effected using a structured object formalism.
The structured object formalism we have used throughout PLS is a straight-forward frame language [3] . The only noteworthy feature of this language, which we developed in-house, is that it allows recursive embedding. That is, frames can have frames as slots. This replaces the more conventional frame structure in which frames are indirectly referenced via "owner" and "partof" slots. We believe that the recursive frame structure allows a representation of the plant that is both practical and intuitive.
The intuitive appeal of our embedded frame structure arises from the way in which the layout engineer conceives of a plant. There is a clear conceptual difference between a component and an attribute of an item. However, in preliminary plant layout, we are concerned with establishing the positions of the items themselvesthe representations of the components serve to expand the description of the items. Consider, for example, a plant including reactor vessels, each fitted with an agitator driven by a large, high power, electric motor. It is desirable to concentrate all high power electrical loads so as to minimise high power cabling. Strictly, it is tile high power motors fitted to the vessels that are constrained to be local. However, the motors are physically mounted on the vessels. Thus, in practice, it is the vessels that are constrained because of the presence of the motors. The motors should, therefore, be thought of as attributes of the vessels.
The attributes and features of many items of process equipment are standardised. For example, a centrifugal pump for a particular duty will often be selected from a limited range as defined in ANSI and American Petroleum Institute (API) standards. These standards also specify the physical dimensions, nozzle positions, baseplate size, etc. of the pump as a function of the flowrate. An inheritance mechanism has been implemented in which the frame representing the instance may inherit from a generic frame if the slot defining an attribute is absent from the instance frame. (Slots are only written onto a frame once instantiated.) Procedural attachments on the generic frame may read values from the instance to provide values for the instance where these values are a function of attributes of the instance. This greatly simplifies and compacts the implementation of the frames compared to the use of facets representing default values and constraints on values written explicitly onto the instance frame. This is beneficial because the objects to be represented in the plant layout domain are highly complex. For example, the distillation column in the example plant, C124, is described by 35 top level attribute/value pairs, it has 6 nozzles, each with 7 attributes, and three internal subdivisions, each with 5 attributes.
The Identification And Representation Of Constraints
Two conceptually different categories of constraint have been identified, which we term Functional Relationships (FRs) and Spatial Relationships (SRs). FRs represent requirements to be met by the solution, if pos-sible, such as two heat exchangers beirig adjacent to share service piping. SRs represent relative positions of two objects, chosen so as to satisfy one or more FRs. An SR between the two heat exchangers, 3m long and running North/South would satisfy the shared pipework FR. PLS develops layouts by identifying instances of FRs amongst the items comprising the plant, identifying the maximal set of FRs that may be satisfied from within these, and forming the SRs to represent the relative positions sufficient to satisfy the FR set. The process of identifying FRs re-presents the problem posed to the system. Their discovery induces a fuller understanding of, and imparts significance to, the input data. FRs do not, in themselves, provide any information as to the form of the solution. Typical constraint-bsed systems [4, 5, 6] do not enforce this dichotomy-constraints may express both solution requirements and values derived as part of the solution.
Both FR and SR instances are represented by frames, these relationships are themselves complex objects. FRs may be represented as polyadic relationships, for example, one polyadic FR may represent the proximity requirement of many objects. However, we have restricted ourselves to recording such FRs as a collection of diadic relationships, this simplifies the assessment, during back-tracking, of whether a change in the properties of an object will cause its attendant FRs to change. SRs are clearly only meaningful as diadic relationships.
We divide instances of FRs into three taxonomic classes which we have called Physical, Segregation and Logical. Physical FRs are those that arise because the relative position of the related objects is dictated by a physical requirement, such as adjacency to minimise piping costs or an elevation offset to allow gravity flow. Segregation FRs arise because the related objects are mutually repelled for some physical criterion, such as an ignition source being repelled from a vessel containing large volumes of flammable material which may escape as vapour. Segregation FRs are, strictly, a special case of Physical FRs, Logical FRs arise between two objects where one is an ancillary of the other.
Instances of FRs in any class are rarely stated explicitly in the input data, and thus, must be identified. This is achieved by complex rules embodying prototypical knowledge about the generic domain of process plant. For example, a relationship exists between two items whose connecting stream is in gravity flow. This is not stated on the flowsheet. It can, however, be inferred. An instance of two items connected by a liquid stream is found in the database. It is then determined that the item feeding the stream is not a pump, and that no significant difference exists between the internal pressures of the two items. Hence, by acknowledging that gravity flow is the only possible means of transfer of the fluid in this situation, the requirement that the feeding item's outlet be above the fed item's inlet can be inferred. Logical FRs may also be identified by script rules, such as a heat.exchanger being an ancillary of the item to which it is connected by the stream containing higher value heat.
It has also been observed that, where an object is connected to more than one other, it is always found to be the ancillary of the object to which it is more strongly attracted. This generalised analytical definition has also been implemented for use where no script is applicable, although the scripts are more efficient and thus, are applied first.
The generic domain knowledge, as with all of PLS, is encoded in rules in which the pattern comprises one or more prototypical frames to be matched against the database and the rule actions are the writing of new slots or frames into the database. The supporting knowledge representation system is similar in style to some of the early paradigmatic frame systems such as KRL [7] . Recent frame systems have tended to rely on inheritance as the principal reasoning technique. Knowledge about an instance is expanded by instantisting sufficient is-a links to provide access to all slots which contain values salient to the query about that instance.
PLS follows KRL in emphasising tile importance of flexible matching for increased inferential power. Complex patterns can be constructed which specify a template to match against and a set of associtated actions. This means that rule based implications can be made. Unlike a standard production system architecture the rules encoded in our system are not invoked or controlled by any complex control regime or rule interpreter. The usual behaviour of PLS is cyclic matching generating the consequences of all matches and propagating constraints represented as FRs and SRs. This type of architecture is will suited to fast matching and data generation.
Both Physical and Segregation FR categories are further sub-divided into increasingly specific categories, represented on the frame representing the FR by the values recorded in three slots. Thereby, increasingly specific properties can be ascribed to an FR. These properties include the need for satisfaction, the relevance of a particular FR to a "style" of plant design, and membership of equivalence classes for group formation (see below). Logical FRs serve solely to identify members of a common process unit, and thus, no further subdivision is required.
It should be noted that Physical and Segregation FRs may contain more precise spatial information than an adjacency requirement. For example, the FR relating a vessel to the pump that it feeds will define the minimum calculated height that the vessel must be above the pump to maintain sufficient head on the pump inlet. Accordingly, the FRs may be physically directed, with the upper and lower object (for example) stated. Logical FRs are directed from the "master" to the ancillary. Sits are physically directed in the principal axes of the local coordinate system of tile group (see below) of which the related objects are members.
Propagation And Satisfaction Of FRs

Comparison Of Constraint Strength
The optimal layout is one in which a maximal satisfaction of FRs is achieved. A different benefit accrues from satisfying instances of each category. For example, tile FR forcing a thermosyphon reboiler to be close to the column that it serves must be satisfied for the plant to function. Conversely, an FR representing the attraction of two items connected by relatively small bore pipework should only be satisfied in the absence of any other constraint on either of the items.
The relative need to satisfy certain FRs is directly numerically quantifiable, such as those arising from connectivity. These can be quantified as a function of installed cost of the connecting pipework per unit length, heat loss per unit length, etc. However, in general, it is undesirable to ascribe numerical values to the need for satisfaction. This may be due to a lack of numerical data, such as the benefit of localising equipment that requires frequent manual attention to minimise operator travelling time. Other FRs, especially those related to safety, should not be quantified in our view. Clearly different legal and company requirements would impose different constraints in this area. Such FRs embody value judgements and are likely to be more contentious than those FRs embodying engineering practice.
However, for any pair of FRs, a domain expert can state which it is preferable to satisfy. Thus, a partial ordering is established for this pair. These orderings are recorded on a so-called Partial Ordering Table. By recording the ordering of sufficient pairs, and assuming transitivity of the orderings, it is possible to compare any two FRs via the P.O. Table. The comparison of the need for satisfaction of FRs is complicated by most items being related by more than one FR. The total strength of attraction is not the linear sum of the §trengths" of each FR. For example, it is accepted that little benefit accrues from placing less than approximately four heat exchangers adjacent to one another to facilitate maintenance. Thus, FRs attracting heat exchangers to one another may only be considered to be of consequence if each exchanger is related to at least three others. By allowing the nodes of the P.O. Table to represent sets of FRs, and by comparing the set of all instances of FR acting on an object (we call these link sets) with the prototypical sets on the P.O. Table, this synergy can be represented.
The repelling effect of segregation FRs also complicates the comparison of the strength of link sets, as they weaken the attraction of the objects. The effect of Segregation FRs in a link set is assessed by finding all" prototypical nodes on the P.O. Table containing all Segregation FRs ill the link set (ie. determining the link set's minimum strength), then determining tile strongest node that can be achieved from amongst these, using whichever permutation of Physical (ie. attractive) Ftts in the link set instance as is necessary to encompass those in the P.O. Table node. A number of P.O. Tables may be constructed. In each, different precedence may be given to FRs arising from economic, technical or legal issues as appropriate to the circumstances of the site on which the plant is to be built. Thus, the layout may be "tuned" to local conditions by the user's choice of the appropriate P.O. Table. The technology of the link set and the Partial Ordering Table is a core of PLS, and is protected by Patent.
The Back-Tracking Mechanism
In the main, PLS applies highly controlled reasoning via explicit calls to rules in its development of a solution. However, in such a system there will always be a requirement that we be able to retract unwarranted assumptions -the system is intrinsically non-monotonic. To support this, a back-tracker has been implemented as a component of the system. This also allows the rapid and localised re-assessment of the impact of changes ill the problem specification, such as a pump being inserted in a stream, removing a gravity flow constraint.
The back-tracking system has been implemented in the same frame language as PLS, rather than being hard-coded into the language itself. The back-tracker has access to "trace records". These data structures record the objects bound in the pattern of a rule for each invocation of that rule. The trace records are stored as frames alongside all problem and solution data.
Problem Reduction-Group Formation
The rule set applied to identify FRs in the exemplar plant shown in Figure 1 comprised forty two rules and was intended merely to sample the wide range of classes of FR. Even so, the rules identified over five hundred instances of FRs relating the components of the plant, largely because each rule encapsulates very complex engineering constraints. A realistically complete set of rules can be expected to generate many of thousands of instances. The plan layout task must consider the whole constraint network simultaneously, in contrast to many constraint propagation systems in which the solution grows from a few nodes (as it does in the derivation of equipment elevation in PLS). The potential size of the constraint space suggests we look for a method of problem reduction.
Typically, in constraint-based space planners, the task is reduced by searching for clusters of nodes within the constraint network [8, 9] . These clusters may comprise nodes with constraints adjudged to be strong relating them, with the relatively weak constraints between the clusters being broken, or alternatively, the clusters may be formed from those nodes amongst which constraints are concentrated. Either technique may be applied hierarchically, with clusters being formed into higher order clusters. These problem reduction techniques are analytical, rather than designed to form practically meaningful groups.
Within a properly laid out plant, groups of equipment may be observed. It is important to note that these groups are formed for sound engineering purposes. The boundaries of the group may be tangible, such as a compressor house. The group may also be a concentration of items of common type, items with a common requirement, such as support or a service, or the items comprising a process unit, such as the column, heat exchangers and pumps comprising a distillation unit. Groups may also be further collected, such as distillation units being collected to allow the sharing of a high structure or good ground.
The formation of these groups, which are meaningful within the domain, has been adopted as a powerful abstraction. Their use allows two important simplifications to be made. Firstly, the members of a group may receive a relative position from consideration of FRs local to the group. Secondly, the heuristics which guide the development of the plan layout are only meaningful if applied locally. This localisation is provided by the group.
The power of the abstraction is further enhanced by forming groups in an ascending hierarchy of increasing scale-items of equipment into a single unit, related units into a higher level group, etc. The derivation of tile plan layout at any level within this hierarchy need only be concerned with objects relevant to the level.
The formation of groups is driven by the FRs relating their potential members. Physical groups are formed by collating all objects related by physical FRs which are sufficiently similar. This similarity is represented by the FR instance inheriting a value effectively defining its equivalence class membership. Note that many Physical FRs may not be made a member of a meaningful equivalence class, and thus, do not act to cause group formation. Such FRs act only to strengthen the attraction of an object to a group by being included in the link set, and then may also influence the position of the related objects during the plan layout phase. Logical groups are formed by identifying a group lihaster", that is, ah object which Logical FRs show to have ancillaries but no master itself. Thereafter, the ancillaries of this object, their ancillaries, and so on, are added to the group.
Many objects may be members of more than one group at a given level. For example, a heat exchanger may be a member of both the Logical group representing the unit operation of which it is a member, and a Physical group representing the attraction of heat exchangers to facilitate maintenance. It will ultimately be made a member of the group to which it is more strongly attracted (as measured by the link sets to the other members of both). However, until the true membership of each group is known, the objects which may contribute FRs to the link set to each group cannot be determined. A least commitment strategy [10] is adopted to circumvent this.
Within this strategy, group formation proceeds in two phases. Firstly, primitive groups comprising all potential members are developed. Thereafter, the objects which are potentially members of more than one group are identified. The strength of attraction of each such object to each group of which it may be a member is then compared using the link set technology. To some extent, this process is dependent on the outcome of the resolution of other conflicts involving members of the conflicting groups, thus interactions are mutually dependent. However, the least commitment strategy allows powerful heuristic guidance of the search. For example, an object which is more strongly attracted to those members of one group which are not involved in a conflict (the group's "core") than to all members of another group, including those involved in conflicts, may be made a member of the former group safely and no longer considered to be a conflicting object. This strengthens the attraction of other conflicting objects to the former group's core, and weakens the attraction of objects to the totality of the other group, increasing the likelihood of this and other heuristics being applicable.
Ultimately, an impasse will be reached, in which no heuristics are applicable. At this point, assumptions are made, and the system then continues to reason until the assumption is confirmed or denied. This reasoning must be supplemented by the back-tracking mechanism. Should the assumption turn out to be unwarranted the system enters into recursive truth maintenance.
Once all group membership conflicts have been resolved, and each object has been made a member of exactly one group, the procedure is repeated at tile next level of abstraction.
Constraint Propagation For Calculating Elevation
The elevation of an equipment item is constrained both by elevation differentials with respect to other items of equipment, and by requirements that the item be positioned within a specific height range above a floor for support and to allow access. These constraints are expressed as FRs, identified at the outset.
An FR may'specify a minimum height offset, for example, to allow gravity flow or clearance between pipework beneath an item and a floor, or may specify a maximum offset, such as the ergonomically acceptable maximum height of a manhole above a floor. Maximum height offsets may also be used to pull items downwards, for example, heavy or dynamic loads, which require expensive structure for support. The support requirements are effectively inviolate, and thus define a requirement for a floor to be present within a height band with respect to the item, rather than constrain the item's height above a floor. Any floor will provide the support.
The effects of elevation FRs are propagated upwards from those items which should be located at grade (ground level). SRs are formed to represent the elevation offsets between pairs of items. The chosen offset to be recorded is the minimum that satisfies the Fits between the items. This ensures that items are placed as low as possible, reducing construction costs.
Two benefits accrue from the use of SRs to record the offset. They record the effects of single rule instantiations. These records are used in back-tracking. SRs also define relative position, this minimises re-assessment during back-tracking. For example, object A may be 3m above object B, which may be 2m above object C. Lifting object B with respect to object C requires the SR between them to be changed. IIowever, the SR between objects A and B still stands. This would not be the case if elevations were recorded absolutely.
It is like'ly that any pair of items will be related by a number of FRs specifying both minimum and maximum offsets. Constraint relaxation must be invoked when either all FRs governing the offset of a pair of objects are not compatible or the height of an item is defined by two or more chains of FRs which do not converge at a consistent height.
Constraint Satisfaction For Deriving Plan Layout
The derivation of the plan layout of the plant is the most creative task for the engineer, and thus, the most complex to automate. Indeed, progress has only been made by formalising the procedure and relying heavily on script solution techniques which encapsulate the experience of layout engineers acquired over many projects.
A number of such scripts for plan layout have been elicited. Most are applicable at more than one level in the group hierarchy. Each of these recognises one typical solution and provides a methodology whereby a group layout conforming to that solution can be created. For example, a methodology is provided for laying out groups conforming to the common solution of the equipment being positioned in two straight lines parallel to the piperack (see Figure 4) . In this script items with major connections via the rack are placed in the line closest to the rack, and those items with minor connections to the rack or requiring unimpeded access from the access-way in front of the group are placed in the second line.
Plan layout is derived one group at a time. Only those FRs which relate group members, or a group member to a member of another group, are considered. Thereby, a globally optimal solution can be achieved, in which the internal layout of the group reflects the constraints imposed from throughout the plant. IIowever, the constraint graph under consideration is greatly simplified.
It is necessary to know the relative positions of the groups prior to attempting to position items within a group. At this stage of the design process the FRs are beginning to be constrained in space. FRs are assuming spatial significance. Relative group position allows us to determine the direction in which FRs leave the group. However, the relative positions of the groups cannot be determined until the space occupied by each is known.
The size of a group can be estimated with greatest confidence if the members of the group are items of equipment, of known and fixed size. The appropriate layout script for the group is chosen, based on criteria such as the degree of connectivity of its members with members of other groups, whether a piperack is appropriate, etc. The dimensions of the group can be determined by assuming that the position of items with respect to one another within the group does not markedly influence the total length.
Once the size of each group at all levels is known, the relative positions can be approximated. Boundary conditions on a group must be known to position its members. The highest level groups are positioned first, since they are constrained by fixed site features (such as shape of the plot, existing plant etc). The scripts selected for each group are applied to its members.
Conclusions And Further Work
A constraint-based system, PLS, capable of deriving a technically acceptable three-dimensional layout for a chemical process plant of typical complexity has been described. In the application of PLS to an exemplar plant, over five hundred instances of constraints were identified and manipulated.
PLS has been implemented in a frame system created in-house. This features recursively structured frames to represent both the initial plant data and the intermediates derived by the system. Reasoning is conducted by applying rules in which the pattern and action are represented as complex frames.
PLS features a powerful problem reduction abstraction. A nested hierarchy of groups is formed by PLS. The groups are formed for sound engineering reasons and reflect the underlying experience of layout engineers.
The PLS system represents a substantial dcsign tool. The intention is to extend the scope of the system by substantially adding to its generic process plant knowledge base. 
